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Description 
 
Lemmatization is a task in Natural Language Processing (NLP) which consists of producing, from a               
given inflected word form, its canonical form or lemma. In other words, the form that corresponds to its                  
entry in the dictionary. Most human languages display inflected morphology, namely, the word form              
changes according to its morphosyntactic category. Lemmatization is one of the basic tasks that              
facilitate downstream NLP-based applications such as Machine Translation, Parsing or Information           
Retrieval. It is furthermore considered that lemmatization is of particular importance for high inflected              
languages such as Basque or Russian. Current approaches in NLP stress the importance of learning               
lemmatization in context. Moreover, previous work in contextual-based lemmatization mostly assumes           
that morphological information is crucial for the lemmatization task, and even more for morphologically              
rich languages, such as Basque. This is illustrated by the following: 
 

 
 
 
The way in which this task can be learned varies, but mostly current approaches combine two                
components: (i) trying to use the rich morphological information associated to each inflected form and,               
(ii) assuming that it is possible to directly learn the string edits required to convert the inflected form                  
into its lemma; these approaches are usually based on calculating edit distance scripts, namely,              
calculating the edit distance between the inflected form and its lemma and learning how many               
edits are required to transform the form into the lemma (Chrupala, 2008). 
 

http://rodrigo.agerri@ehu.eus/


As for many other tasks in NLP, current context-based supervised approaches to lemmatization are              
based on deep learning algorithms and vector-based word representations or word embeddings            
(Bergmanis and Goldwater 2018, Kondratyiuk 2019, Malaviya et al. 2019, McCarthy et al. 2019,              
Straka et al. 2019, Yildiz and Tantug 2019, among others). In any case, the large majority of                 
approaches to neural context-based lemmatization use such morphological information, even arguing           
that assuming the lack of such annotation is not realistic (Malaviya et al. 2019). This particular claim is                  
supported by the existence of the Universal Dependencies (UD) corpus (Nivre et al. 2017) which               
contains gold annotated data with lemmas and fine-grained morphological information (such as the             
one shown in the example above) for 90 human languages. 
 
Previous work has shown (Toporkov 2020) that complex morphological tagging degrades too much             
when applied to out-of-domain data for which no gold morphological annotation is available,             
generating in turn cascading errors in lemmatization. This would be especially true for high-inflected              
languages such as Basque, Hungarian, Russian or Turkish. Taking this issue into account we              
hypothesize that developing neural contextual lemmatizers without morphological information must          
help to improve their out-of-domain performance. In order to do so, we propose to learn lemmatization                
using only edit distance scripts, such as the example shown in the following table (Straka et al.                 
2019).  

 
 
There are many methods to produce such edit distances between form and lemma (Chrupala 2008, 
Malaviya et al. 2019, Straka et al. 2019, Yildiz and Tantug 2019), and in this master thesis we 
propose to analyze the best performing ones as well as propose new variants of them. 

Objectives 
The candidate may choose between the following objectives: 
 

1. Evaluate edit distance methods for lemmatization using deep learning systems for sequence 
tagging. 

2. Propose variants or new method for encoding edit distance between form and lemma. 
3. Analyze performance of edit distance methods across domains and across language families. 
4. Multilingual lemmatization using edit distance methods. 

 
The master thesis can be written in Basque or English. 

Tasks and Plan 
 

● Month 1: Start of the project, defining the objectives and tasks. 



● Month 2: Start experiments. Optionally, it is recommended for the candidates to attend the 
"Seminar on language technologies. Deep  Learning (LAP 18). 
https://ixa.si.ehu.es/master/programa_html  

● Months 3-5: Experiments and final development. 
● Final month: Writing up. 
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